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Workstations

Our mission to offer exceptional public sector space solutions has been intact 
for decades. Police Departments can count on HON to provide high-quality 
solutions, backed by an industry-leading warranty.

At the HON Company, we’ve long prided ourselves on designing and crafting supportive seating, durable 
desks, and smart storage for industrious people — truly exceptional products that reflect the kind of 
powerhouse performance and superior precision government professionals personify.

Break Room Spaces



ADMINISTRATIVE SPACES
Discretion and functionality are two of the most important attributes of a solitary 
space — these environments deserve solutions designed for fine-tuned focus, 
comprehensive organization, and reliable privacy.

10500 Series™ Desk, Workwall, Solve® Chair, and  
Ignition® 2.0 ReActiv® Back Chair

10500 Series™ Desk and Ignition® 2.0 Chairs

Government
OFFICE SOLUTIONS FOR

Police Stations

With Private Office  
layouts, one size never fits 
all- but to be productive, 
a workspace needs to be 
designed for you whether 

you're making an important 
phone call or working with 

your head down.
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Police Stations demand a diplomatic balance of discreet private stations and collaborative 
open areas that offer smart, streamlined workflow and customized connection.

Empower® Workstations, Contain® & Fuse™  Storage, 
 and Ignition® 2.0 ReActiv® Back Chairs

Accelerate® Workstations, Voi® Storage, 
and Ignition® 2.0 ReActiv® Back Chairs

WORKSTATIONS

Government
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Everyone deserves 
a safe, comfortable 

space to work without 
interruption, making 

individual workstations 
a key space in Police 

Headquarters.
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To create effective training practices, it’s important to incorporate engaging 
and energetic training rooms that offer instant mobility, all-encompassing 
comfort, and straightforward design and functionality.

Preside® Table, Astir™ Poufs, and WorkwallHuddle Tables, and Motivate® Chairs

TRAINING ROOMS
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With laws and 
standards constantly in 

flux, it is important for law 
enforcement agencies to regularly 
review and update their policies 
and procedures, as well as their 
training practices, to ensure the 

safety and effectiveness of 
their officers.1
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1Richard Beary, “Strengthening the Foundation: How New Trends in Training Can Improve Officers’ Safety 
and Effectiveness,” Police Chief online, November 7, 2018.



Whether it's a policy-making mission or one-on-one collaboration, 
sensible shared environments require highly functional seating and 
worksurfaces designed to support big decisions and shared goals.

Huddle Tables, Flock® Seating,  
and Workwall

MEETING SPACES
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Studies reveal a 73% 
increase in the meeting 

room demand within 
flexible spaces. Using a 

dedicated working space 
is a critical professional 

move, providing the perfect 
backdrop to take vital 
business decisions.2
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Preside® Table, Cliq™ Chairs, Contain® Lockers  
and Storage Islands

2 Why do Meeting Rooms Have an Increased Demand. WorkInSync. (2022, June 9). Retrieved from   
  https://www.workinsync.io/why-do-meeting-rooms-have-an-increased-demand



Diligent, heads-down focus is imperative to highly productive government spaces,
but everyone — no matter how conscientious — needs a break occasionally.

Flock® Seating and Preside® Table Astir™ Lounge, Ruck™ Chairs,  
and Birk™ Tables

BREAK ROOM SPACES
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Breathable environments 
with natural light, pops 
of color, and solutions 

designed to administer 
comfort and support 

make all the difference  
in a busy workday.


